as it is thought that once a criminal will sentence to death than the other criminals or people who are thinking to commit the crime will fear its consequences. The other point which some people use to favor the death penalty is that Prison is hell on earth sometimes the prisoner gets worse in their attitude and behavior due to the flaws in the prison system. When they come out of the prison they become more danger to the society instead of becoming the civilized person. Some think it’s the best way to answer the murder like the old law “An eye for an eye” these are the main factors which is still have the impact on the society and as a result death penalty is still applied in most of the countries of the world. Like in the Middle East and Asian countries death penalty is still very authentic to evaluate crime from the society. China is among the leader of countries where death penalty is in practice and every year they hang more criminals than any other country. Even there is a death penalty for the kidnapping of children.

As by discussing both sides of the death penalty it is conclude that Death penalty do not kill the crime it just kill the people. To civilize the nation it is more important that we should spread awareness regarding the negative effects of death penalty on the society & provide alternative for the capital punishment which provide more benefit not only to the society but also to the person own behavior. The abolished of the death penalty will help the society in many ways and the rehabilitation process should be maintained so that when the prisoner get punishment he or she should have positive change in behavior and attitude. There should be noticed that every criminal is not criminal by birth there are several reasons as why he become a criminal so that’s why we should eliminate crime not start executing criminals.